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INTRODUCTION

,

Beginnihg in September 1976, a math lab was startedat Mira

College with a mathematics instructor as director. type df lab is
I

primarily a "lecture lab" combination, but it is also an "open lab" for
.

. . ,
,many studentsstudents who neecNhelp in mathematics courses other than scheduled

..,--
...

ones. Also,-a few students use the lab as a self- paced incrvidualized one.
. ,

,

Previously, attempts have been made_to giVedndividualized help.

------- 4-.first, a room with a large amount of b ckboard was used as a 1 udent/

tutor and/or tea.__--chermet days a week w' sseeking he 1p.

faci3itate large numbers af'perso _iiere-encouraged to work at---ns-:"6estudents
-.-------. , , - ,e' .----

the blackboards, while the tutor and/or teacher walked around giving individ '_--

\
(ovsmall, group) encouragement and aid. At times, this attempt was very

0

successful depending on tutor and student time.

Later, an audio-tutorial method was adopte --texts were selected with
u

corresponding tapes for the arithmetic, beginning and 'ntdrmediate al :sra

ocourses. Students met in, regular classroc6-iar question and/or ro,kemt for
-

2 or 3 days a week and__werei-equired to listen to tapes for the "leCture".
-

r

This method also proved to have some advantage& over the lecture method only. .

However,. after a period of 6 or 7 years the survival rate varied from about
.

40% to 60%' and the graph's of student grades were more U- shaped curves than "nd-rMal"

bell shaped ones:

In the spring of 1976, an attempt was made to make the arithmetic and

- algebra courses'more "self-paced" ones. Students meet in classrooms for quizes,

tests and individual help from a teacher and g tutor. Also, a librailydom

was set aside as a lab where students Could secure teacher or tutor help as 1Nell

as listen to tapes. This method proved very successful for,a few students but

many students were last. However, the method had its merit-and was somewhat

successful with the more mature students, especiallyin the night classes.

.10
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The following study is being made mon'the su,tstion'of'Di. Meisel,

. .

ViCe-President,-Instruction, as a-means of seeking infbitAntion about other

college math labs which will aid in improving the Present one at MiraCosta
-----

e. Also, great interest was aroused at a math conference whidh was pert

of the Annual Meeting of the American Mathematical Association of Two Year

....------'

,

. . 'q

Colleges. The co_rence was "a seminar/workshop on,the implenentatioAand
_ .r,

, , .
.$ .

,

stfation of math labs and alterative modes of iristruction in.developmental
. ,

.

mathematics".

4

Te erSfrom all parts of United States attended the seminar

representing colleges which have varilds types of-labs as well .as representing

colleges with no labs. A special 'report was made by the direCtor of a lab
4'

at Tacoma.Communy College. He indicated, some of the history, evolutiOn, physical

and human environment needed to, have a "successful lab". ,During one of the

sessions.), each teacher. gave a%very short decription of the labs at their

college. A few teachers reported that no lab was available at their institutions,

but noted that the traditional lecture methdd was having.an increasing number

of failures al!td/or "drip-outs ". (See included report on T.C.C.'s lab as well

as notes from seminar).

r

Realizing" that many colleges have established 'various kind's of labs and

`that a great deal of experimenting was in the process, a questionaire was

sent from MiraCosta College to'bver 100 colleges as an attempt to'find informatidh

abQut the various tends that' have been and are being taken to improve math
-('

.instruction by'use of math labs. Also, many colleges were visited in order'tb

seek more information.

A general resume of responses to questiondires is included in thi's report,

Showing the various,typesof existing' labs; personnel, ways of funding, physical

aspects,' attitude of the math facuI4y.andadministration, advantages and
.. . C,Si.

. 4.
0

disadvantages, pluS any plans for change.

,

.

Reports on special visitations are chided with printed enclosures that

0,'
2 7

.
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Were available. 'Some of the enclosures-include comparison studies in regard

to.costias well as relative successas.'compared to traditional-lecture method.

A sample questionaire is includea.containing informar4on about the lab at

MiraCosta College. 'Other printedmaterial on labs have been (and are being) ,

received and are enclosed in eparadringed notebookS' for father perusaland

study.

Since questionaires are still being received, as well as printed material,

.

the study will probably be a. continuing one. However, at this.time I hope
0

to be able to draw some conclukons which can-be used to improve the lab at

MiraCysta College.

I wish to express appreciation' to the following: Dr. Meisen for

suggesting such a study, to the Math Faculty and. Longevity ComMittee for their

help and encouragement: to Mr. Rajah who accompanied meson Several.of the

visitations as well as aiding me in assembling thiS report;, and tok Patricia

R. Mallion Of Addison-Weseley Publishing:Company_for her. suggestions and aid.

FAyd D. Kelly
March, 1977 -,

NdraCosta.College

I...
er,

O



Supplementary Notes: Seminarn Math Labs
,

by:FL-C. SpangleriTacoma,COmmUnity College.
AO

. -

General Types of Math Labs -in Use Across the Country:.

1, "Drop in" math lab to help students in doing. homework from lecture classes.
.

. 2. Structured: use as in conjunction with lecture 3 times a week with problem
r sessions in a lab using individualized instruction books! .

, ..t . S/C
V ..

3. Individual study tutorial lab:. Totally individualized and for independent study
a. Tutors: assigned,hours

. b. "Drop -in" type
,

c.' Instructors usually-available (all but one'instructor at 'ir:a,coma Community
* College spends some time in the -lab) ,

)

----1
. ,

Objectives: T.C.C. Math. Lab'

1. Serve all math needs: Jr. high., high school, college retired perSons,
housewives, persons with varied work schedule; non-TeLlers.

2, IMprove teacher effectiveness: reduce drop out rate: (labtype of teaching
permits changing to easier course.)

3. Increase cost effectiveness. -.

4. Keep administrative system and equipment low. (There aiV4 times as. many
'students in the math, lab as there are in the classroom instruction).

J

Tacoma Community College Lab:,

OrganiZed in 1971, over 1,000 students) 27 courses.

1. Open Monday-Friday
Satuiday

8:30 am to 2:30 pm and 5:30 pm to 9:00pfft

8:30 am to' 1:00 pm (manystudents'come)

2, Three instructional systems:
a. 'Individual studyi 130Q students at TCC per quarter
b. Basic skills lab .(4th grade reading and below)
c. Student tutorial: students sign up for individual help

.
/ 0

3. Attendance:
a. Sign-in" hand/. system ,

..,

b. Students are encouraged by phone calls and_letters after several absences
c. Students must attend and complete'a designated number of units in order to

receive-an incomRlete (may,cantinue work the following semester without
registration)

d., A card fild is kept shawing attendance and completed work,

,

O. Lab personnel: s` `

a. Full time instructor in .charge
b. Other instructors also come in to 1-10.p
c. About 1 instructor to 20 students-with.tutor help
d. Time tt of instructors

8:30 - ,9:30 1
9:30 10:30 2

10:30 - 12:30 3
12:30 - 1:30 2
1:30 2;30 1
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e. Perspnal approachlused by instructor a1d tutors: they "man the aisle?) '

helping and encouraging students.

l'esting'Area:
a '

i

1. Separate .room (from mat lab) ,

,

I.
1 :.2. Lab technician' administers and corrects tests

. .

o, 4
3. No time limit .or tests: students must get 80% b fore proeeding with
: new work.

4. There. are 4 test forms for those testing below 80
4 nostically to aidin locating errors)

(tests are Used diag
,

5. If student cannot bring grade up to 80%, he is expo ed to other resources,
tapes, drill, material below level of text, special tutors

6. Students with low reading ability are identified and encouraged to attend
reading lab. (TCC approximately 20 studqpts be]ow 4 h grade reading ability
per quarter)

-

Basic Essentials for Successful Lab:

,

1.
.

Director: a member of math department

2. Co-operative staff and adminiStration

3. Easily understood .text containing drill and several tests for each unit -of
work (3/4)

4. Active involvement'by teach rs and tutors with student's and their work

5. ,Security for exams, separate areas for studying and testing

6.. Good dispensing and.correcting procedures

. .

7. Supplementary material-and "specials' tutors for those, students having.,
difficulties

8. "Prodding system", keep card file on each student, use phone and mail to
encourage attendance and continijd effort. (mail bill $900/year, which
comes from instructional fund)

Recommendations:

1. Math instructor in lab at all'times (if possible) with-desk located in study
area, to administer tutor andtecfinical work, as well as work.with students
personally.

2. Full time lab technician to perform duties related to keeping, files on
materials and student, dispensing of needed materials, and recording'

3. In regard to teacher load, lecture and lab' hours should be equal,

4. 'About one instrus4should be available for 20 students, plus 3 tutors
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..

5. Students Mus t show work on exams (teacher only,can give partialciedit)

6. 'AAendance "(la* (10% "no shows" on ls(day) //
/

a. Encouraged.for.those able to maintain pace to finish at end of
designated time ,

b. De-emphasized for those 'rogressing at more rapid tate-
.

c. 3 hours a week requ'ired. for those behind in 'work .i order toget an
"incomplete grade" and hence be able-to continue work the following
semester. (about 30% receive incompletes)'

7. Keen card file:
a. Letters and phone calls do tend'to encourage students in math Mork

as well as attendingclasses and lab

b. Reasons for not completing, course are recorded, job, moved, c
major, students obtained math goal with completion of course.

4

"a

6
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'RESUME OF QUESTIONIRE

The number of,Tpestionairessent out was_over 100 and a_return of over

40% resulted. However, many of the returned questionaires were completed with

enthusiasm. SOme were even Cumpleted.during Christmas vacation. They were

mailed during the week preirious to the vacation. Over two thirds of the colleges

do have a math lab. Since answers are still, being received, apy'attemPi at

exactness seems 'to be inappropriate at.this time.

General analysis as to types that exist indicate that labs vary from 70%

that are Only drop-in labsn th various combinations, of offering's. Another

20% showed a combination of open labs with some sort of individualiied instruction,

paced, self-paced, independent study or tutorial. Around l7tyre completely_'

self- paced.
A

ATter one"ambiguous question pertaining to type "lis ted-as others", eight

colleges responded. with the folloWing descriptions: Posted progress charts (2)

,

regular attendance (2), counse/or contact (1), compater%praise,

make-Alp tests. What questions were omitted?

About 20% indicated that they had no lab offering. Enrollment per semester

seemed tot vary according to size of the college: -aboiat 10 colleges,inditated

between 1000 to 5000 enrollment.- 25% 300 or less entblIment,. about l8%';' lab 300
k

k
* ,

- r

and 500.enralment about 12%. ,

-i .

, , . ,

The number of course offerings vary from. one course only to as, high as eight.
1

,

A tally indicateS courses offefed asfollows: (As to-number of colleges)
6 .

°

..r.,.

a. combination of arithmetic, elementary algebra,

b. no one-with additional courses: ttignometry

algebra; collegeAgebra, principals'Of math, slide rule 1, statistics - 1 ,

intermediate -algebra - 10'

,
4

5, geometry 3, pre-

9.

s

c. one course way: arithMetic 3,,introduction to computer programming 1,

intermediate algebra 1 1 ,

"
A tally'ofcourses to IA added are:

a. elementary algebra - 3
so.

7 11
so'
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intermediate algebra 4

c. trignometry):- 4

d. ,colleg algebra (pre calculus} 3

, e. computer course'- 2

f. plane geom etry - 2'.

g.. math for fire science: I

h. metKics.-

i. arithmetic -

4.

'f'

1

z
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A tally -of the response to the question in rqkards to funding resulted in the

fQ1 lowing data, (assuming that "blank or no" indicated that funds, come from
4

district and/or math department. (1) 'District 13, (2) Special funding 13;
1

(3) Student body - 1. L
Various ,sources fOr, 4eicial funding: tprimarily for tutors) (1) Innovation

grants,- 2, (2.) R.O.P.&? 2, (3) N.D.E.A. - 1, (4) -Title 4- 1, (5) H,E.W. - 2,'
(6).F.E.A. 1,, (7) 1, 1; (9) E.S.U.E. '-. 1, (10) Work Sty - 2.

Audio-Visual Material: YeS --15 colleges

A. Preferences: (As td number of °colleges)

1. Audio tapes

Text dependent on audio tapes 2

b. Text independentof, but supported by ,audio tapes - 18

2. Audio "visual 3 CO

3. Slides 3
Y . .1

4. Filmstrips

. Course w ith corresponding text

1. BaSic Aritlnetic:

a. Noon, et al 7.

b. Keedy, & Bittinget 1

c. N't"a.rmen. & Carmen 3

d. Blanthard (Chaffer) -1 (2)

2: Beginning Algebra

a. Noon, et al L., 6.

b. Keedy Bit;ingerjr 6

c. Carmen & Carmen 3

d.' Blanchard 2

4,

13

O

r.



3. Intermegate Algebra

a. Newmeyer, et al 5

b. Keedy Bittinger 4

4. TrignOmetry

-a. Kientos 4

The Following '!'allies Indicate Corresponding Number of Colleges:

Use of Materi41: .. Extensively Moderately Veryalittfe Not at all

d a. Audio -tapes .6

b. Video tapes 1

c. Filmstrips

d. Slides 1

ef-Slide4tape . 2-

f. Tr41parencies 1

g. Other

5

4

3

1

1.

/- ,

10

5

6

5

4

2'

1

, s.

9

11

13

8

12

Policies on tapes: Check out tapes: Yes

a. Publisher permission 9

b. Local permission - 1

c. Students may copy 9

Description of Text

a. Standard lecture text 11

b. Semi-programmed text 12

c. Consi ring change 9

Method of enco raging persev&ance
0

a.. Information card file 4

b., Letter (card). 5

c. Phone 12

d. Personal contact 17

.

A

6 0
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d. Personal contact (cont'd)

1. posted progress charts

2. counselor contact

3: regular attendance

4. praise'

5. card

Pridted Material describing lab: 18 colleges

a.' Catalog - 5

b. General description 10

c. Student information pamphlet 12

d. Attendance policy 9

e. Comparative studies 3

f. Will forward, - 6

Physicak conditions of labf

a. Regular classroom 13

b. Separate center . 12

c.' Part of library facilities 6

d. Separate testing center - 2

e. Separate rooms fbr special tutoring 10

.E. Other - 1 (faculty offices)

Full time director: Yes 10: No 18

a. Instructor (full and part time) 15

b. Classified 7

Instructorial Associate- 3

d. Librarian 1

15

1



As director of the lab, I mut admit that some difficulties have arisen:

especially, in regard to routine help: Fortuptely, a very 'efficient person

was found by the placement office to take-care of routine tasks of filling,

ordering materials, duplication, typing, helping to seek tutors and arrange

tutor hours, and the maintaing of security. This person was_paid from "Work ,

StUdry" funds but recently soughtOther employment. Thanks to the help of the work.

'study placement offices, a promising replacement has been found. Hopefully

a full time classified helper will be available next

The lab seems to be a successful one due to the

semester.

co-operation of the math.

4sc

.staff, the F.D.C. office and the employmentfaculty, the administration, the library

services on(campus.

Future plans should include increased lab services for

lab during the'summer sessions and the establishment of:a

Hours for'lab:

a. Day only 11

b. and night 26

C. Saturday - 7

d. Sunday -.1

e. Number of hours

1. over 60 hours

2. 50 to 60 5

3. 40 to 50 hours

4. 30 to 40 hours -S

5. 20 to 30

6. ip 30

7. below 20

hours

hours' 4.;)

hours -

TWo, colleges are open about 80. hours a week:

12
16

evening stuilents, a

sting area.

Foothill and- DeAnza.



anfAR'Y AND RECOMENDATIONS FOR LAB' FOR NIRACOSTA COLLEGE

.

I

Apparently, the main objectives of the math labs is to improve the method

. of instruction.of mathematics in order that a greatei. number of people can

use and appreciate the role of math in their daily lives. After noting the

' variety of thoes of math labs, the personnel needed, the amOuntof equipment

necessary as weil as'thecorresponding Cost, one 'finds themselves at alOss as.

to where to begin and what: to recommend for improvement'for this particular ldb'

at MiraCosta College. However, an attempt will be made in light of theexperience
, .

and ideas gained from the conference on labs,, the visitations and summaries, of

existing labs, the analysis of responses on thequestionaire, and noting the

. difficulities involved-in the directing of a newly formed lab at.14.C.C.

The needs for lab improVement and growth seem to fall into two main

I

- categories and are as follows: i .

I .

Personnel: (1) teachers andidirector (2) classified-aid (3) tutors
;

Equipment: spate for study; equipment storage, referenCe
,=0,3. -0

library, tapes,

1,.

visua aids, furnitUre, cubicles, etc.

PERSONNEL: r

, .

Teachers an Directors: Since part,of,the lah function is a SuppOrtive one,
J. A

.

to the lecture, teacher input and participatiois hig y important: Teachers

should be encleged to spend regular hours in the nab either as volunteered

office hours or as part of their teacher load (see report-on Visitation to Fakers,,
I

field). In order to accomplish this, a close liaison must be maintained between.'

the lab anrthe math fatuity. At present,,this'is a difficult task si ce the

math teacher's offices are scattered and communication 'is therefore q,ite difficult" .

Therefore, I recommend that the offices for memberS'of the math faculty, especially

those connected directly with the be placed closer together in order to

facilitate input and promote bett 'communication.. In the future,, perhaps the

lab and math offices could be locate r together or in the same building,

visitation reports on tong Beach, Santa Barbara and Golden West

v; 17
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eports from someother labs indicate that a teacher direAtor arid/or

te-cher (s) be available to help students, esncially during the crowded lab

hours. Bi teacher participation, the lab should be better able to meet individual,

student needs more effectively, and enable the'lab to be available more hours

during the day, (a-need at M.C.C.) During lab hours, a teacher will be exposed

to a variety of student questions and needs which lie might libtiMeet in the

lectUre hour, thereby'helpin0 a ope to be a more effective teacher.

Seeral colleges with teacher directed labs equate one lab hour to one

lecture hour in the teaching load. (see questiorraire resume page' 'and,enclosure
.

. .

'` h cron Tacoma Community College lab page ). After 6 mont s as ifector qf,the ]ab
.

at M.C.C., one can attest to the fact that working with many students with

different backgrounds and varied needs in math can be a very, rewarding butalso

.

a very exhaustive experince.

'Althoughthe director should have an actiVe part in the lab, dealing

directly with individual students, therelshould probably be a separate office

Where ?one can do special

those'students, who for

class, encouraging theM

counseling, perform needed "follow up"'work, contacting

Various reasons are not achieving in math or who have quit
/

to persevere by$seeking special tutor help, or by

enrolling in another course, and/br enrolling in the lab'as a "self-pacing" student.

In addition," director should keep aware, as to what is happeing in other labs

in order to inC ase the effectiveness of the lab at M.C.C.4'to select, review

andevalua e materials.

:lassi aid s). The greatest need at this time seems, to be that of

classified help in order to take care of all the routine tasks of maintaining,

files; keeping records, ordering, typing, recording, scheduling tutors, equipment'

and room security, issuing and refiling of answer sheets, etc. an endless list)

and 'toaid in'developing,and keeping a good liaison between the lab and the
O

scattered members of the math teaching facult)i- and tutors. (see :Lob description

on page ). At present, this need has been filled to some degree of efficiency
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by part-time, work study; stud)it-help. However, in order to maintain-a math

lab, there must be a regular; trained, full-time classified aid. Request has

been made fot a full tfirie classified aid, but hopefully one will be available at

least, 25 hours a week next semester.

Tutors: Tutors at M.C.C. are; at present, students who have completeth and

have shown some proficiency in math (at least in arithmetic and/algebra courses).

Most tutors are students from M.C.C. but some have come from surrounding institutions

i.e., Palomar, University

Thesel4ople are hired on
")-

limit: 9 a.m. to 2 p.m., plus-2 hours in evenings on Monday through Thursday. They

I

of California at San Diego, and Sian Diego StateUniversity.

a part time basis to work in the lab during the busy

are also available for students by appointment through the E.P.C. Center at

MC.C. (see. enclosure on page entitled "Tutor.and Per Advising").

Although tutors are endorsed by appropriate M.C.C. faculty, a need does.exist

for selection, training and orientation of tutors_to the math lab and to the

students needing help in math. Perhaps some of4them shol,ild enroll in Psychology,

-'.53A-53B, Introduction to Teei-, sing, course.required for the.pe* advisors.

The name could be Changed to "Introduction to Peer Advising and Tutoring'.

A means of selecting tutors could be made by teachers of the math courses who

have occasional "black board days" when students are asked too go to the board to

woiT7Mpath problems:and the better students (potential tutors) are encouraged to

help them. 'Tutors selected from articular course are familiar th teachers

and text aptiroa and thereby T be a better tutor. Retired mat teachers are

another source for tutoring service, either on a volunteer or
A ,

`(see enclosure on Bakersfield, University of Arizonfind Unive

at San ,Diek0).

e basis.

ty of California

An orientatioi s4eet,should be formulated, pointing out the requiremerits of,

and personalOint of tutoring services. Many'studetts.are good in math but` lack

certain qualities to make successful tutors. In the lab at M.C.C. tutors are,

encouraged to "man-the-rows", .using a personal touch to seek out students:needing

15 19
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help and encoUrag4ment. Those needing special help are referred to the E.P.C.

room,aere'spec'al tutoring is'availablehy appointment.

Anti orientation sheet should be made available 'to those students seeking

help in the lab. This sheet should include information onow the lab is run, how

and where to check out'resource equipment (tapes, reference books, etc.): Alsd:.

students should know that the lab approach is an evolving and experimental process!

The student orientation sheet could point -out that students helping study is is

encour aged (within limits). Many students need help in'overcoming a feeling of

', .shame brought about by previous failure(s) in mathematics. Students need to be

encouraged to use facilities available; teachets, tutors, tapes, blackboards (for

individual or group work and reference library, as well' as the availability, of
,

special tutoring by.appointMent.

Equipment: :.TheaMjunt and variety of ipment in 111dih labs Vary from a

regi..ar tlassramm to a large. part Of a research center with deferent typed of

furni utb, and audio-visual aids with the accessotiesVor producing materials.

Comparing the effectieness,of the lab with the amount of equipment; One could

i

*41
conclude that there'is little correlation. Of:cotrse, there'is need for a further

study in this regard. Sint) manygolleges were able to secure funds for the

equipping of labs, in all probability materials were purchased with little or no

evaluation as to appropriateness to dtudents needs of cost effectiveness. (see

enclosure ftom "Today's Education!' , The Journal of National EducatijkAssoCiation

a

24k

2

on page ) 1 .44

14anycstudents are self. supporting andfiind it diff'cult to schedule classes

around their outside work load, 44na pethaps many of th m would seek math lab help

if it were available.

(seequestionaire resume on page' , note the number having Saturday lab§).

Several colleges have fibs Which are open 60 hours a week,

Except for a very few of .t.11arger lab, the outstanding n ed.ds for space.

At M.C.0 student use of lab has increased greatly since Set. 1970 ands thereby
,

16 0
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(
creating a need for More space. This id use is due to the three-fold

.

t
Offerings: the "lecture -lab ", combination with required attenaance;Ithe "open lab"

.16 .

. .

. .

.
. *

for the students from all math classes; as well as the "self-pacing" offering in

w hich a student can'enroll at any time and'proceed at one's own rate. (about
,

8, Spring Semester of 1977)

At present,'an apparent way to cover the space problei is to.make the lab

available more hours,during the day. Perhaps, the lab should be open for all the

library hours. Many students are self-Supportinighd find it aPtficulfto

schedule classes around their outside workload, and-perhaps many gf them would

seek math'lab help if it were available. -SeverarcollegeShave labs-which'are

) ;
open'60 hours a week.

.. .

i
. ,

/
-,. -

-., Additional comments: The'-extended day enrollment at M.U.C. is approximately

the same as the day; hence the need for an instructor-tutor lab exists. EXtended

.

iday teachers have difficulties covering, in 2 class meetings (however long), the

same.material covered in the day clasys which meet over 2 times a reek, especially

in math. Students need varied times to absorb .and to gain experience in math.

This fact seemed to become more evident in the attempt to meet 'this need in a

. , .1. .

"self-pacing approach used in the spring semester,, 1976. Thivproach was more
,.

.

successful in the evening classes than in'the.day classes. A lecture-lab combination

.

_ _..... 1

.-
Course should improve math instruction since it does.give the student gleater .

,...

opportunity for individual questions which arise while students are attempting -,

to work math problems.'

. . .

Perhaps, the need for a math lab during the summer sessions. exists also. Many

students enroll because of past failure inmath or because.they could not-scheduler
k r

. 4'.c4

math classes during the regular semesters. It seems that,summar dents do have
.

. 4V
_

..

,.,:.
, the9 same difficulties With the understanding of 'lath, difficulties that are enhanced

,

, ,
,

1

by the'shorter period of time for
. completion of cOurSes. A three, way offering,

-,. ., .

"lecture lab" combination, "open lab", and especially,a "self-pacing" lab, should-
4 t

A.

7.
improve the summer math instruction program'at

21
. 17 .
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e
. Although statisticarstudoes .of the survival rate's fo6,the-last semester

) /, ,

have not been made as yet, it 'seems advisabAe that a.placement test be used with
,

.

placement

strong emphasis on enforcement. ,However, special itlab-couhseling should be
1

-..

k. 'available for stud:nts whop hve taken' courses before and 174ould like ry this
1

next 'course.
-.,, 4.)

At, present;: labe s equipped with audio -tapes for the arithmetic

and algebra courses. The e talks were ukd to-some extent previous to the
.

establis ent of the pres ne math lab. For .many studegZ tapes areagrea# aid
t lkt

and their continued use should be encouraged. !O' course, students prefer seeking

help from an avaiSable,teacher andfinz td-tor and avoid the us-d-of the tapes. The

" director feeli that there must be a way ,to increase tape use. 4Perhapsthe math

.,ttachers could require tape use until after the tirst tesf, giving the siVdentt
..-

a chance to become familial with the tapes and. to note whether they are of help.
.

. .+4

Since storage space is at a premiumiat thit time and the initial cost for
. v

,..

otheraids, audio visual tapes, film strips, Materials for their production, is

,relatively large, compared to the prekntmath*lab offeripikit seems' that the
* .

purchase of such materials is not advisablel'at this time. However, the la!b

approach can. he improved by the addition of some of t ige materials and should

be considered for future purchaserand use.

I

JY

.
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December 6, 1976

4
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6

MiraCosta College
On'e Bartihrd Dr.. Oceanside: Calif. 92054. Tel.( 714 )757-21 21

. ' To:
_

.
.

.
. .

. . .

Math
- .........

Re: Math Lab Questionnaire

Dear a0

We,are making'a survey on College Math Labs. We 'would appreciate_

your filling out the following questionnaire, Since the MiraCosta

College District has been enlarged, a prompt reply is important in

order that improvements for our Math. Lab, may be requested. A self-

addressed stamped envelope 'has been enclosed for your convenience.

If you are _interested in receiving the results of thii survey, we

ill be happy to forward the same to you.

YoUrs truly,

'Floyd D. wily
Math Lab Director

FDK:lf

Enclosures

4-

19
23
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Math Lab questionnaire c-

.

Name F. D. Kelly ,

. Director of Math Lab X

Instructor in Math Lah 'Eill time'

.

, Other Title

College
Colleg Address One Sarnard Drive

Telephone (7,X4) 757-212 X251 City, Zip Oceanside, California,92054

£nroDir.ent 'ray , 3260 Evening 3000 ,

1)- What type of Math Lab' do you have? (Ran3c411 order of

5-- lowest, use 0 it does not apply)

usll, 1-highest to

9

7

a) Erop-in help lab.

h). Lect labCombinationl.

c) Individu ized instruction: 'w

a) Paced.

:1

1 Lab started it Sept". 1974

b) Self-paced.'

d) IndeOndent'study-tutorial lab.

e) Other ( Please describe belOw ). "\-

e,.Counselor contact
2

Quiz and testing

0

2) Approximate enrollment per quarter/semester. 300 /

3) -What days and hours is lab open, and what personnel are available?

(Ihclude evening,
holiday, and weekend hours.)

,

Monday throecgh Friday
'8:00 AM to 2:00 PM .

Monday andTednesday
5:30 PM to 7:30 PM '

Tuesday `& Thursday 6:00 PM to 8:Q0 PM

c:2

4) :a) Are courses of instruction offered thigh the Math Lam? If so,

, list them below giving credits for each and texts(s) how frigg

(PythoriTitle).

Although'the l?la is primarily leCturelab combination of arithmetic

beginning and intermediate algebra, students may enroll in any math course-

\ 'as a, self-paced student.
(about 20 students this semester have elected

tiido this. (Spry semester 1977)

2 1 .
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4 b) Are you planning to include other-courses7 Yes If so, please list

below. .---.
,

/,
. .

Trignometry - '

C

4r

.

5) List your lab personnel b4iow and briefly describe their functioDs.

(director, teacher(s), tutors,' classified aides, etc.; also; the hours

.
each spends in the lab) .

.

-
.

Tutors: (11) onetime basis of helping students in lab with/without
/ appointmeQt

. t
.

,spirector: -:overseer, of the lab.: instructor'
.

, . . .

.Lab. Assistant. Assists' director, in charge of security and paperwork
for lab and classes

. ,
,

14 1. .

,

6) Have You had special funding? Yes If so," list funding agencies;Igrants,

and amounts below. ( rocms, eTaTFent, tutor's classified personnel).

L
E.P.C. funds for tutoring
Federal wOrk study program or all other student workers.

Coilege'budge ($3,000.00) for all tutoring services)

7) Is the audio-visual material available in your lab geared to a specific

text? yp,,, If so, please describe ( audio tapes, vile° tapes, filmstrips,

etc.) and the text to which these materials relate (author/title).

a

'Audio tapes: Basic Arithmetic - Mbori, Knorad, Klentos, Newmyer

Intermediate Algebra - Keedy and Bittinger
Introductory Algebra - Keedy andBittinger

A

fi

r



8) What tYpeof media do'you prefer with text?
0.

a) 'Audio-visual tapes. ,

, .

on audio
C Y ; :'.:.

. .0
--.) br Text dependent on audio tape5.

c) Text independent of, but supqerted by audio tapeS: X

s

d) Visual support for text.

'1) Transparencies

-

Filmstrips

3) Slides .
,

q what extent is this material used by students?'

a) audio .'tapet

b) -video' tapes

c) filmstrips 4 ,

d) slides

e) slide/tape presentation 4

f) tranparencies 4

g). other.

1= extensively
.2= ntiderately

3.= very little
4= not at all

0"

10)-fire students permitted too check -out tapes for home use?: No If so;.

do yOuhave permission from the publisher?

11) **Are students permitted to make copies of the tapes?* 'No

. .

12) Whatare the advantage'S'.to yourjah? ( Please Teel free to use back, of paper).

A. Provides a schedule in whichstudenti can study and seek individual i help. ,

p., Provides immediate and continued teacher.and tutor help (see lab sebhdule)
C. CO:operation of math faculty,, administration and. employment personnel.. ,
D. By self - pacing some ,students y.complet". more than one course a semester

or take longer time to complete a course.-

. --.1.-.0 ,, _

,,13) What are the' disadvantages to your lab? (Please feel free to use back of paper).
s .

.

-- A. Lack of full tillie classified 'help.
,

. .

B. Need-for more space. / , .

.

, - C. Need for a separate testing area. , ,

D. Vedllation:/Cpuilding built for air cohditiOning but no air.conditioningwas
inftalled.

,
s.

E. Need for more tutor funds other than Federal, State*,College budget.
F. A follow-up system to encourage students to persevere needs improvement.
G. No calculator is available. -
H. Need for better tutor preparation: orientation to lab and work with individAgls.
I. Need for more efficient communication ,between director.an4 math faculty.,

Math offices are located onsearate and somewhat remote areas of the campus.
J. Conflicts of "schedled" and open labs y:- ,.

, 0J
22 26- .



14) Describe the present text(s) as follows:

a) Standard lecture text. X

b) Semi-programmed worktext.

c) Programmed or self-study text. X

15) is your present-text satisfactory? Not basic,arithmetic

a). If part or your d issatisafaction is'efunction of thefte
what format'would you prefer?

1) Standard lecture text.

2) Semil-programmed worktext.

4

fe. format,

3) Programmed or self7studY text X

b) 'If format is secondary to other considerations, please list, them below.

16). Are you considering a change in text(s) at this time? Yes What texts are
you considering? (Author/Title)

Change Basic Arithmetic by Moon to book by Carmen and Carmen

4*

17) Hoof dC'you encourage persevecance?
/

Information' card file. X b) Letter
II

0

c) Phone X

-.d) Other

,

e Please explain :

.e) Personal contact X

O

\-/ o
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18) Do you have printed material describing lab?

a) CatalogUe

b) General. description

-c) Student Information pamphlets

Yes

d) Attendance policy ( timeclock, procedures)

e) Coimparati've studies

If possible will you 'forward such information plus'aharges? \.

L
19) ,

Describe physical conditions of the lab:

a) RegUiar Classroom.

.b) Separate center.

c) Prt of Library facilities. x

d) Separate testing center:

e) Separate rooms for special tutoring.

f) Other:Pleee desdribe below.

20) Do you have a full-time director? No
o

21) What is the general attitude of Math Faculty and Administration towards

"the Math Lab?

t7)

24 '28, i I



22) Is the Math Lab hour given equal teaching -load status to the lecture

hOur? Yes Nq x

23) Please feel free to make other4Mments.

The lab at MiraCosta College started in September 1976 and is now into the

second semester. One large section in Basic Arithmetic while 2 sections

of Beginning and Intermediate Algebra have 2 regular scheduled hours in lab

per-week.. One section of Trig has 2 hours per week scheduled in the lab

by arrangement. Ma.nu'students from college algebra, calculus and other courses

seek help in the "open lab" as well as by tutor appointment.

5

I

24) Check here if you desire a copy of survey.

MANX XOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION

F
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Math Lab Survey Visitation: -Long Beach City College

One-of the largest Junior Colleges which has a Math Lab is L.B.C.C.

The Lab is directed by a certified-teacher and has been in operation over

three years. It is a large classroom (about 30' x 40'), closely located to

Math lecture rooms and offices.'

An individualized, (oaced), method of instruction is the main function

although "drop-in" help services are available.

Courses are offered in: 14,

1. Arithmetic

2.' Beginning Algebra

3. Intermediate Algebra

The texts and tapes are those developed by Fullerton Junior College,

Math Staff. In addition the lab is available for independent study and

tutor help fob courses in Trigonometry, Statistics, College Algebra, and

-Analytical Geometry and Calculus.

The lab for this semester isopen for the following hours and days:

Monday,

Tuesday &
,Wednesday

Thursday r

Friday

.7:00 AM to 5:00" PM '

7:00 AM to T: 00 PM

7:00 A4 to 9:00 rPm

7:00 AM to 4:00 PM

, "In order tosfill the above time schedule, the following personnel

are used:

1. Director Certified teacher (8:00 AM to 3:00 PM dally

2. Three teachers' (3-5 hours)

3. Four tutors

26 3()

4. StudeArt Assistants- routine tasks, some are also tutors.L
(2,3 or 4 are used at strategic times during the week),

a.
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There is work-study funding ailable for.8 student helpers, while

others are paid throUgh the Math De artment Budget.

Although tutors are availabl , audio-tapes are emphasized and used

'extensively, and some slides, are with tapes and are used moderately for

introductory material (Arithmetic). The students are permitted to check
, cr

out tapes for home useas well as make copies of them. 41

After three years the director feels that the lab system at 11.B.C.C..
L

is reasonably succe o justify continuation of the program, bUt by no'

means the ultimate answers. "It'is simply another iavenuie for trying to .

help_students learn the fundaMentals-of math." Many students cannot

adapt to.self-pacing, (even structured pacing). It is important to attempt

to .place a student early in a semester in the setting where one is most

likely to succeed. .Pre- testing is used to overcome faults of counseling

.

Staff in student placement. Flexible scheduling and freedom to complete

program early is great for slidents with self-Motivatoil. Also, many.weak,
. ,

.., , . .

slow, students ofte n succeed. However unless the teacher is alert and con-
,

) r .,,, .t,1-,.. - k ''l
stantly monitoring student progress, the student,can easily be lost (with-

r-1 ' drawal). In order to encourage perseverance, the director keeps a folder

.

with written weekly checks and comments` and continued verbaI4contact with

"follow-up letters", if necessary.

In general, the and adminigtration attitude is one of great

appreciation for the services provided for the students. There are those

that call the lab "an expensive study hall and that they should not be

concerned with motivation".

.However, the director is so encouraged that he is writing a paper on

the results*of the three years-of operation,'(available in a few weeks).'

Part of th'statistics in this paper, in reference to the Arithmetic Course,

indicate thatin comparison with t previous lecture method 6flopresenta on,

structured :11f-pacing method shows 14% improvement in grades A, B, C;

failure down to 43Wand a 13% increase in number of completions.

27 31-_
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Math Lab Survey Report: Santa Barbara City College:

4
.

The Math Lab at Santa Barbara City College seed's to be well establi;hed

. ' J %

.
under thi directorship of Dr. Robert A. Carman, a Math Instructor..He:not only

direCts the lab but also hhs 'written the textbooks used. The texts were

thoroughly field tested (1-1/2 years to 3 year's) in three Community College's,

, \
1 state college, and 1 high sc ool before publication, for reaction by teachers

andistudents and then rewritten before publication.

:In the main, the 14 is on of theindividualized-paced type in which .

student tutors and instructors are available to aid students. It'consists of
^N

a regular classroom containing about eight tabels am blackboards.,A separate

learning center has audio tapes used by a_few studentt. ,A "drop-1n help"
,

lab is'offered for all math Courses. There are a few individualized leCture-

lab combinations for a few sectiops,of Basic Algebra: The lab for, the Arithmetic

course is open:

-9:00.AM to 8:00 PM

0:00 AM to 5:00 PM

Monday through Thursday

Friday

. Instructors-and/or tutors areSvailable at all times.

At present, the courses offered and texts used are:

Basic Math Skills: J. Carman Arithmetic (3) units; approximately
1000 enrolled

Basic Algebra: J. Carman Elemenfaryligebra (4) units; approkimately
250 enrolled

Lecture 3 hours, lab 2 hourSt

Audio, tapes available to supplemenilooth texts.

Plans are being made to add self-instruction courses or individualized

modules in trades math, math for'nurses and math for science bourses.

The personnerfor the lab and their funCtions are:

Instructor:,

6-,

Certified person who supervises lab, trains and
Supervises tutors.

t. 28 32.
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Classified Aids: Supervise tutors and listening
r to students.

.

.Student tutors: About 25 -30 tutors for 700 students.
Available in lab as well as by

-e appointment. .

Although the attitude of the AdminiStration is a very positive one ).

the general attitude of the Math Faculty is one of indifference; "they are too

busy, with Calculus students to worry about.the Developmental Arithmetic course".'

However,. evaluation shows ttat the program is working. Research has been done

and shows that the lab is doing a satisfactory job of teaching and preparing

the students for further course work The Progral is relatively inexpensive:

the students (one the whole) like it and low drop rates are realized. Statistics,

for the last semester (ending January 1977) indicate about 62% survival in the

Arithmetic Course; 75 to 80% in the Elementary Algebra Course. 0

Dr. Carman's criteria for a successful lab areas follows:

1. 'The text must explain matieral clearly and completely
to the students, include adequate worked examples and ,
exercises) have proper reading level, and appeal, to'the

. students. ,

2. Required attendance:. kfew very good students may proceed
at own rite and take tests only.

3. Students be assigned to same tutor.
4

4. Tutors must be familiar with book and its language, and)base
.A. their explanations on the text.

5. Teachei should maintain close contact witfitutors, meeting with
them at least weekly. Tutors must be trained as tutors.

.6. Students must pass tests or be assigned more tutor and
lab time. Tutors are available byappointment.-

7. A close personal C6ittact with students should be kept, so that
they are encouraged to succeed and to remain enrolled. ,Students
are notified that they will be dropped after'missing 2 sessions.

Or

29333



Math Lab Survey Report: Golden West College

41

a--
The Math lab at Golden West College is in a,large, separate amplex,

offer g a variety of resources, both human and mechanital. Although no

class =s are offered through the lab itself, three courses use the Mali

Center facilities, on an assigned basis. The courses with correponding

texts a e:

,Basic Math; Keedy and Bittinger rithmetic

Algebra I: Moon and Davis' EleAntary Algebra'.

antermediate Algebra: Wooton and Droyan Intermediate Algebra

O

Also, a nine week course in A.P.L. programming' language. (Gilman and Rose:

A.P.L.) Students can get 1/2 unit of credit each n weeks if they sign up .

of one hour of tutoring and two hours of clifeclds y per week.

A large staff is used to maintain the lab facilities; which, are

available from:

8:90 AM to 10:00PM tMonday thr6ugh Thursday

8:00 AM to 5:0Q PM , Frida4y-.

There are three classified staff'members; with math background. Two

classified persons are on duty eight hours per day while one has one night

assignment of fiv hours, four days per week. Instructors teachingotauclio-

tutorial classes spend two or three hours A week in the lab. Other instructors

spend time to meet full load requirements, usually two hours a week./ About

ten to twelve tutors are available for five to ten hours a week, total of
E

100 tutoring hours.per week. The classified staff personnel tutor students;

maintain equipment; assist intdevelopment of course material;Idevelop displays

and provide feedback to instructors on student and course problems.. The lab

tenter vavompleted last ear, and consists of four rooms with math faculty

office adjacent. There is_a main room, which has forty study carrels with tape

players and slide profgaors as well as space containing tables and chairs for about

3 430
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. fifty people Where students may study or secure tutoring help. Two large

blackboards, three bulletin boards, book and counter spaceras well as 'six

hand calculators and one H.P.'''statiStical calculatoi are available for'studen .

use. Another separate room has ten computer terMinals for student use connected

to the district computer af'anether location. The other three rooms are video-

viewing rooms, three televisiOn sets, the storage/work area and a classroom..

which is used for math seminars and special' interested lectures (available for

group study in the afternoons). The lab center hgs a total capacity for about

150 students. I

:

The equipmenfor this lab has been purchased (at various times) through
1

N.S.F., N.D.B.A., and H.E.W. grants. Funds for student tutors are available

from E.O.P. progiam while funds for student assistants are provided by.bOth

College Work Study,Program and district funds.

In general, there is an on going program to develop material independent

of a specific text. Some faculty members ail develoginetlide-tape presentation
0

.

packages whicirare not keyed to a text but will cover_sPecific objectives. Additional

computer courses and use of colter equipment by more advanced mfth courses are

being considered.

According toone of the Instructional AssociatA (classified math person)

the faculty and administration are extremely supportive. Alsof the di trict'

itself is quite financially solvent and is able _to support such a large d well

equipped lab.

35
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Math Lab Survey Report: Bakersfield College

.

The lab (about 100r x 100') is .located to one corner, of a large iibrary.

Offices are located in the center. At present, the lab is mainly a self-paced

one. There are cla8ses with large numberspf students enrolled in:

Basic Arithmetic 650
. -,(r:

. ,
. 4/

i A .

PreparateTy,fidgebra '120'
. , .-

/
)

Beginning Algebra 130

Intermediate Algebra ;100

i igon etry 30 '---:.1' ,1

4 ; - .

The, lab is ilable for "drop-in" as well as independent study, with
..., ,

tutors. \
An audio-tutorial system of instruction is used, patterened after the

. ,

method used at Full on Junior College in texts `are used as. visual

-
.. y,

part synchronized 1 th tapes,, (moderately used) ,Comptliers.are used for
..-.

Ai!

grading d re cording tests.

) N
A large personnel is necessary to run the lab.

Director: (teacher) Coordinates program-(also teaches)

Instructors: :fivt, part-tilde'

Tutorial supervisor:

Classified persons: equip testingi

Tutors: .($2. with 15 hours a week maximum)

The director feels that the best tutors are th who have just completed

the course. He.encourages students to enroll in a special course for tutors

(Sociology 5) in order to receive college credit. At present, there are about

25 enrolled in the class. They receive 2 units-of credit3/4%Phours.a week,

or one unit of credit for 2°1/2 hours' a week. Ether tutors.dre used from advanced -.

_ . .

math classes and from Cal State:

, .
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Plans are being made to hire retired teachert as tutors. The tutors are

, _mainly college supported 02,000.00) from genetal budget.

'In order to accommodate the clashes the lab is open many hours. agday:

8:00 AM to 10:00 PM

8:00 AM to'S:p0 PM

,

Monday through Thursday

riday

During these hours, teachers have schedule time:

8:30 AM to 3:30 PM Monday and Wednesday,

8:30 AM to 12:30 PM Tuesday and Thursday

6:00 PM to 10:00 PM Friday

A time clock is used fov students and tutors.

Several years ago, the math classes at B.C.C. were the lecture, tapes

and quizzes combination system. However, classes became too large and the

system was enlarged to include review sections with tapes. Last yea, a
V e

completely individualized system was adopted with"-in "open - entry" ailld "open-
,

exit" lab with over an enrollment of 1000 students. At the end of last semester

10% complete courses, another 10% is contemplated by Easter, and,20% by the end

of the semester, a possible 40% of the origtnal 1000-enrollment! With this in

view, the director is contemplating a return to a lecture-lab combination for

the Basic Arithmetic-classes. "He feels that students ,t4lcing,Arithmetic need the

daily discipline, another exposure in addition to tapes. Also, he intends to

adopt the new edition of Basic Arithmetic (Fullerton). An interesting feature
r.

of the B.C.C. lab is one called "Diagnostic Division!'. One instructor is in charge

with 4 tutor as helpers. Its purpose is to furnish help to those who are not
Y 4

ready for the Arithmetic course or are physically and mentally handicapped. The

tests in this class are administered su way that the student is giveidne

problem (at a time) which is immediately corre ted befor proceeding with the test.

Upon observing this department, I noticed a student writing with a pencil in his

mouth.



Math Lab Survey Visitation: Chaffey College

4

The math lab'at Chaffey College is a integral part of the Math Department.

It is entitled: Physical Science Multimedia Instruction Center (PhSMIC). A Student -

Guide to PhSNIC, (7" x 8 1/2", 8 page booklet) is available and includes the

following:
O

1.- Showing the location on a camoPN map.
,

2. Floor plan of classroom size.

3. Detailed general information on procedure of opration.

4. A description of courses offered, including prerequisites
and the minimum requirements for completion of courses.

'ALA:he-present there are six courses:

All texts are written by Mr. Blanchard, Director of the Math Lab;*

1. Review of Arithmetic - 3 - (1) unit courses

2. Elementary Algebra 5 (1), unit courses

3. Math for Health Sciences (1) unit courses

4. Slide Rule .
(1) unit

5. Introduction to thellptric System (1) unit

6.' Math"for Interior Design

Other courses to be added

1. Intermediate Algebra .

2. Plane Geometry

3. Math for Fire Science

The Lab is openi.

8:00 AM tb 3:00 PM
NJ

5:00 PM to 10:00 PM

(1) unit

Monday through Friday,

Monday through Thursday

3

Time cards areused for attendance,checking out. equipment, and for recording

of test and final grades.



416.

'The lab is under the direction of a certified teacher, William B. Blanchard,

who initiated the center 6 1/2 years ago. He not only writes all texts, but also

designed the room arrangement as well as carrels. His work load is 25-30 hours

per week,'with 5 hours per week at night (overload pay)'. The district is planning

to hire
.
certified help fot night. There is para-professional help, each. hour the

late is open, who are responsible for all records, maintaining supplies, super-.

vising student help, grading tests, all functions of-the lab. Student help is used

about SO hours per week to answer student questions, grade tests, under ;It-ije.Arision
.

clerical work, and maintain equipment and carrels. Students are not permitted to.

help on lessons unless they have taken lessons themselves.

A
W. Blanchard indicates that the advantages to the lab; are as follows:

1. Students-with rotating or odd schedules do not have to
drop (flexibility)

.2. S>aelts may progress -at their own pate:

3. Students may not progress until they meet minimum
vels of achievement:

,

4: 'Students may get help immediately with any problems on
1

\
lesson material.'"

.
N r

.

5. Students may add classes at any time as"long as the
instructor feels it is to their educative advantage.

Special funding for this lab includes two H.E.A, grants in 1971 and 1972 jr O

equipment and carrels as well as one from E.E.A. in 1971 for one para-professional

said.

, .

The administration of Chaffey College has been solidly behind the lab.

Howeve math faculty attitude runs from lukewarm to fully suppo'tive. At least '

on .th instructors sends many of his students who cannot handle the pace
4 ,

y he 5 unlit gebra class, to,the lab where they can go at a slower pace and earn

1 or 2 Units o algebra in the laf>before the end of the quarter.
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Lath Lab SurVey'Report: 'College of the Canyons

9

a-

-AlthOugh College, of the Canyons is a comparatively new.college, they are
'

developing and using a math lab to aid

classroom with large chalkboards along

4 :
students. It consists of a regular-sized"

two walls, and a thEid wall containing 0

portable polar and coordinate axis chalkboardS'. There is a math reference

library, copiesof all tatlitextsin use, with teacher manuals, two desk-sized
N

compaters,116ne with plotter, many math models and paraphrenalia, math bulletin.

k
b'eards, and old test files. The room is .furnished with tables, some trapezoidal

to,accammoaate reaTrangement when desired:* and,others large and rectangular with

space for sptead-outbooks. The laige tables haV-e 12 Hewlett =Padeai&HP-45A

,,,OlculatorS,:aUacAedi6,them.

(

,

A full time clasScfW persen (Math Lab Specialist) with math background

l#St thr4liCalculu.4 is in charge. of the fiesta lab arid its operation. This

person sets pp lab sdhedules, trains and supervises student tutors, sets up their

sdhedules, hndies independent study studentS,administerS tests give in the lab,

and acts as head tutor. A half-time classified person With similiar'qualifications-

supet\iises the lab at Night and acts as head tutor then, 'is also under the direction
P a

of the full-timer.

The lab hours are:

9:00 AM to 9:00 PM
4

9:00 AM to 4:00 PM

The personnel are: R

;pat' ,

Monday througft Thursday

J-Fr day

1, Math Lab Specialist in the lab all houA of the day
,

2. 'Instructional Aid; Mathemalici'in hours night

3. Two-to three student tutors in lab all 'hours

Tutors are all capable of tutoring students lirom all classes - Arithmetic.
4

thYOU0). lculus = and are scheduled'for 12 to 15 hours_per week, in thesupervised
o

lab. They receive no training, other than supervisory,,and with this qany tutorial

36 40
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houvsprapidly become proficient. Tutors are chosen not only for their strong

mathematics background, but also for necessary tutorial qualitiei such as
P

patience, enthusiasm for mathematics, sensitivity, and ability to identify with

students of all abilities, math levels and ages.

The first week of each quarter the Math Lab Specialist and tutors visit

each classroom to explain the philosalhy, operation, and schedule of the Math

Lab, to the students, and to encourage its use. This visit enables each student

to also beine familiar with the personnel of the lab.

The tutors are funded through the regular district budget, occasional college
o

work study funds when gualified students are available, and an E.O.P.S. tutorial

allotment. The total student tutorial budge-hr been under $7,000.

NSome studnets, with teacher permission, have taken math claSses.on an

. independent study basis, and these` students are handled by the Math Lab Speciblist

->and. staff. Independent study students have usually proved to be thOse students

who are taking the class for review, or those who can work at a pace more acclerated

than the class. Other students are encouraged to attend regular class sessions.

,e6
Courses available for independent study been: Arithmetic, Elementary Algebra

and Intermedigte Algebra. A few exceptional students have been allowed to e

independently study. Trigonometry andCollege Algebra.

Texts used have been:

Arithmetic: Bloomfield, From Arithmetic through Algebra

401

.ElementarrAlgebra: Nanny and Cable, Developing Skills, in Algebra
1 and 1

AIntermediate Algebra: Newmeyer and Klentos, Intermediate gebra

The fundamental philosophy of the College of the Canyons Math Departmen
. , .

. ...

and Math Lab staff is provide learning assistance to all students regaidless

of level of achievement or ability. The Math lab exists to further this goal

by offering tutorial services to all students who want help in basic Arithmetic

through Calculus. The Math Lab is-not only a Basic Skills Lab, in fact, our '.

records show than an averag6 of about 60% of the students come from baccalaureate

37,,,.41 .
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- certified courses.

The math department, recognized that success in mathematics is related to

self-image. An important goal,of the math lab is to create successful

attitude among our students by improving their self-image. We feel this can be

accomplished by encouraging an active involvement by the student. Passive

listening is not condoned, nor a quiet atmosphere desired. Since we feel there

is no substitute for person to person immediate tutoring, we foster a human

approach in our lab. It is not our goal to become excessively mechanized. Group

studying is also encouraged because the sharing of ideas inspires personal growth.

It is felt that this human approach, with drop-in tutoring, will enable any student.

who desires it to keep-up with the instructor's normal collegiate class pace.

During winter quarter, 19/7 when about 500 students were enrolled in math,
.46

classes during the first.6ensus weekt 2400 student sign-ihs were recorded in

the math lab. Statistics have shown that about sixty percent of the math

students enrolled census week make use of the lab, and (heir average length of stay

is estimated to be about an hour and a half.

Because instructors )have been involved in determining the function and

operation of the Math Lab;and have constant input into its activities they have

a very supportive attitude toward the lab and its personnel.

. ,-.

The'district administration has been slow to recognize the Math Lab as a

valid entity, but has recenqrformed CCOmmittee with'administrators, counseldrs,
..

,instructors, and math lab staff to investigate the expansion of the lab and its
6 .

services. We feel this is a positive'step.

-4 38 42
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Math Lab Sui:vey Report: MountSan Antonio College

A somewhat, elaborate lab exists at Mount San Antonio College. Funds

for equipment as well as tutors come from the college budget. It is under

the direction'of the Math LabDireCtor (for4 hours a week) who is also a

certifigdt'eacher. He maintains equipment, gives and grades tests, and

supervises tutors.

The primary function of the college supported tutors is to give

reasonably brief help in all areas of Math. The tutors are generally.re--

cruited from the Calculus classes and they work between five to fifteen hourS

a week, at present, there are eleven tutors (usually there are only fiVe to

seven tutors).

The lab is open from :

8:00 AM to 10:00 PM Memiay through Thursday-
'

800 AM to 5:00 PM Friday

Tutors are available from 8:00 to 4:00 PM everyday, but most are gone

by\1:00 PM.
. -

There are 'about $45,000 to $60,000 worthof equipment located in a

classroom size room plus two smaller adajaCent rooms. The main room. can,

handle ab 30 students and contains audib-Visual equipment for twelve.

One of the smaller rooms has equipment'used for hearing and viewing

special Math lectures (used by some of e faculty members). The other room

has equipment for making audio-visual tapes.

This lab is classified as a "lecture-Iab",.one as well as a-"drop-in"

help type. The courses offered are the Arithmetic and Elementary Algebra

* and the texts used are:

Wright: Arithmetic for College Students

Keedy and Bittinger: Introduction to Algebra

Johnston and,Willis: Essentials of Algebra
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According to the director,-the major advantage is that students can

get help, from either a tutor or himself, in any community college math

Course, at any time during the gthedUled hours. The fact that for some

courses theistudents can both bear and see the instructor is very

advantageous. Also, he feels that there are not enough topics on tapes

and the space is too small for the four houndred to four hundred and fifty
14,

students using the lab per semester.

Both the math faculty and the administration are favorably inclined

toWard the lab. A favorable student attitude is. indicated by the fact that

almost as many students not assigned to the lab make use of it as those,

who are assigned. In light of this, and because the district is financially

able, .,the lab should continue t& grow and expand its facilities.
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Mhthlab Survey RgkIts:- Fullerton College

One of the earliest and outstanding Math Lab methods was developed,

tested andylsed at Fullerton Junior College, in 1969. A teacher was allowed

a paid summer session to work on an alternate me od teachin.math, than

the lecture one. He developed a so called, ' Audio- Tutorial" approach. A text
4

was designed in Intermediate Algebra to corre f e with audio-tapes, permitting

41
students to read through a math unit and at the same time listen to an explanation

of the problems and theory. The method was an attempt to remedy the defects of

the traditional lectureFtextbook method by putting the lecture and other

explanations on audio tapes; chalkboard explanations were put in a text. s,

each student has a p9rmanent record of material presented in class and may

go through lecture at his own rate; he may review as often as desired by

revering the recorder and turning back a few pages on the text.

TheMath Department supervises an "Audio-tutorial Center" with one

hundred study carrels. Each carrel contains a tape recorder and a work space.

Also, the library contains 40 carrels available for student use. The center

is open:

7:00 AM to 10:00 PM Monday through Thursday

7:00 AM to 3:15 PM Friday.,

9:00 AM to 3:00 PM Saturday

There are two classified lab attendants in the lab Monday through Friday.

Teachers offices are located adjacent to the labs; hence, teac)ers.at %vailable

for students who need individual help. One instructor and one lab,attendant

are in the-lab during Sturday session.

'At pi'esent, there are five courses'offered. The texts were written by the

various members of the faculiy.: The'courses offered are:

Basil Arithmetic

Elementary Algebra

Intermediate Algebra -
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Elementary Function

TrigonOmetry

Geometry . 0 i
i

Principles of Magi

Plans are being made to add a se in the use of calculLtors.

\
.Since written time schedules are made indicating number of units to

he covered each week, and since classes are held for,explanation and question

ivy

only, two or three times a 'week, this lab is clasSIfied primarily as a .1

paced-individualized 'method of instruction. The main emph is'is on the tapes,
4

which are used extensively and lab attendance is required, Students are allowed

to check-out tapes from the library for hom4 use.. Quizzes one each unit are given

on each unit usually in the classroom; testg, over several units are taken in

the lab at the time of student convenience., Hence, students must persevere

in order to.finish by the end of the semester.

There are 42 sections offered, evening included, approximately 1500 students

a semester. One-instructoi of an Intermediate Algebra course indicated, that

put of a claSs of about 48, 23 completed courses, a 50es survival.

The Fullerton texts have been and are still widely used. The approach

'used iw quite a "Modern" one, requiring understanding of general principles,

an axiomatic approach, with emphasis on ''set notation". This approach is great-

for students who intend to continue math study. Hence other texts have been

,

are ate being published with more emphasis on student mastering of math skills.

1

tit

S.
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Math Lab Survey: San Diego State University

deal with the jr[creasing number of students with varied

4and poor math backgrounds, an:attempt has been made at San Diego State'

University referred to as a Modular System of Instruction calledlg.SI.
.%

The only course offered under this system is Intermediate Algebra for,three,

unit The course was deSigned in such a way that each student co 'leann'

those course objectives which best suit one's educational goals as quiccly as

one is able! 1

The text used for the course is Intel-mediate Algebra by Kqedy and

Bittinger. )There are 18 parts into which the course-is divided. (modules)

and the student is required to demonstrate mastery on each module before

starting work on the next one. Study guides for each modlI are giVen to each

student upon completion of a previous module.

Under this self-pacing system, each student is assigned or chooses a

proctor at the beginning of the course but a student may have his test'graded

by any available assistant or the instructor himself. The proctoxss are usually

undergraduate s nts who grade tests and coach and tutor their-peers. Each-

student-is pxp ted to tome to class at least onece a week. If not, the

proctor s supposed tq call to find out what the difficulty may be Thus,

although the student is allwed to pace himself, one is not allowed to continuously
4

procrastinate.

As for the physical conditions, two separate classroo)s are being used,

one for tutoring and the other for testing. The "Testing Centel" is a fairly

large classroom divided into twpar4s., Gine°part contains chairs in which the

students take tests. One proctor issues tests as the students en r zahile

another proctor monitors'the tests. Behind the chairs are two ks of partitioned

offices, aboUt'12 of them, separated by a hallway, These offices have desks along.

one wall with room for three or four persons and blackboards along the other

walls. As a sUdentcompletes a test, he proceeds to an office in which his
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test is corrected and his erros are explained. According to the director,

600 students are processed in 6 hours. A student,fllay seek tutoring or tak

A test during the hours of 8:00 AM to 2:00,PM on Monday, Wednesday and Frida

Special funding for their equipment was made through the 'kalifornia

State University and College Fund for Inhbvation". A computer stored.test bank,

'is'ilsed to generate 90-100 tests each, semester. The computer contains test

questions for Intermediate Algebra, College Algebra and.Trig9nometry. Teachers.
0

from other institutions may obtain computer generated tests.

Since a great deal of the success of a Math Lab is depen nt on the

proctors; the lab director has prepared a "Prdttor'Training M uar. See the

following enclosures. This manual is quite detailed, and is ivided into

six parts corresponding to the six types of skills,needed by a proctor:

1. The Course Procedures

0

2. Proctor Procedures
I

3.. How to Proctor a Test

4. 'Establishing Rapport with Students

5: The Art of Tutoring

6. Demontration of mastery of the math in the courses

one will be proctoring

Tests are given, for each of the above mentioned parts.

More explanation of the lab at San Diego iState Univprsity are ncluded
, .

in otherjollowing enclosures.

1

as
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Math Lab Suivey: -University of Arizona

In 1972, an attempt was made at the University of Arizona to get away,
, .

from the traditional lecture method of teaching'the Algebra Courses in sections

of 200 or 'merre. One of the faculty decided to experiment With a different

approach. His method evolved into the. ndividualizedLearning System (IL.S.)

This system is now used with about 3,000 stunts a semester and includes courses

in:

Introductory Algebra

Intermediate Algebra

College A;geb

By experimentation or over a period of five years, the director

found that for most students class time was best used'in taking and reviewing. .

quizzes attending help sessions, or working exercises. Hence, all lecture

were discontinued. However, a series of 72 or more color videotaped module

were made to replace the lectures. Each tape runs about'15 minutes. Tapes

do have a great advantaa in that students can see and hear presentations of the

topic they are studying at any time during-the semester.. Also, at a given time,'
4

students may be studying. Unit. Ten while others are still wo ±king on,previous units..

There .is an emphasis on application of math.,

Students taking any of the Algebra Cburses may earn one, two or three units

per semester depending upon how much of the material they can master: purjing

the first claSs meeting'a placement exam is given, and the'students enrolled

in the particular Algebra for which they-are eligiblg. A student- 'complete

a course within the semester time and may inneltely begin work in ucceeding

course iftime permits. /

t
The material in each course.is divided into 12 units, each of which requires

approximately one week's study.' Quizzes are given at the end ofeach unit.
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If a student fails a quiz, less than 20 out of 30 points, he will need to

-restudy the unit and take other forms ofthe quiz until:a passing Score is obtained.

In order to complete a three unit course in a semester, a "Schedule of

Completion Dates" is printed in a description folder, see enclosure, for the

I.L.S. System. If one faili the first attempt at a quiz, or is unable to take

a quiz on a scheduled date, a student may use the two quiz days following te.-

normal date as make -up days. . Students who find they cannot mainta e scheduled

pace are advised to change enrollment from, three parts of .course to two parts.

If more time is needed, a student changes,enrolr fibm two parts to one part.

A large theater type classroamis used as a testing center. Students

°

fill out a:t-es request from indicating
.,

particular test to be tak Then they

. ,--
.

.,.

secure test from4a,large table showing-the University of Arizoha identification'
. r.. .

,
. .°P

with a-picfUrel There are three people 'in testing center at alftimei, including
.......

.". _ ,, . * ,

an instructor. Studentg hre)directed :wher& to sit and are put irmder surveillancd
. 0, , - , .x.

during testing period. ,

.

'Color_coding is used to indicate, the form of ',the tes-t-,--...-_
..

...,:t.1,

A,B,C,D, beihgeusea in a,partic course. One hupdred-sixty tests are taken
. w .S 4 .

0*4:''''' ,:t G

an hour on a busy 'oay. The tots are twenty minutest long; a student may take
r'.

more tiian one test during' tfle.`test.period. Each test must be punched "IN'' and
,

,

"CUT" by a time clock. If the eraps,e0. rime 25.milutes, the student

receives a zero 'score for that quiff.. Vbdord,ofAili.zzes are kept by a' computer.

Each student has a number. Grades on quizzes, ate posted by number in testing

,

'center and the' two math rooms. AA lab- of =this size' requires large personnel'.
.. .

There -is a director, De. Thompson, who oversees the gystem,
..

rites the math up4s
+

and makes the audio tapes. He has two Math instructors Wi masters degrees as
.

assistants. About fide or six graduate students, a' technician,°plus a large

classified staff are,used to carry on the necessary work,

Students ,taking courses by the I.L,S. 'System are expected to Study material

on their 'own: and then attend discussion sessions where an instructor will answer

questions. A printed detailed "Discussion Session Schedule" is available. The

46 50 .\{
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schedule indicates that a great number of discussion sessions are held for

most hours'Of.the day between 8:00 AM and,3:00,10M, MoKaay through Friday,

Students may attend and leave when they like.
*6.4%,

AccOrding to the director, the system-of mandatory placement tests

combined with flexible -paced enrollment has increased the survival rate up

to an acceptable level. In 1975, statistics for a typical section'of Inter-

*
mediate Algebra indicates that the 225 students who enrolled 36% were moved

to Introductory Algebra. Of those who moved to the Introductory Algebra and

actually started work on that course, 67% passed: Six of thek students went on

and passed some part of the Intermediate Algebra and actually started work on that

course, 79% passed in one or more parts, receiving one to three units of credit.,
416.

Of this group, 68%/passed two of the.the-pall's, and 17% passed only one of the

three parts. It was .lso indicated that 30% of the students that registered

/n the course never appeared to begin work in a class.

In addition, the director is convinced that the I.L.S. System does a better

job than the lecture method. The success seems to come From these basic factors.

1. Students are placed in a course at a level where
they have a reasonable chance to learn material.

2 Students are shown exactly what they must le
and are aided in their learning by readable t
and persnal-assistance in discussion session.

3. Fixed standards are given for the level of work
that is expected and students do no progress

_until they have learned a given part of material
well enough to meet those standards.

47-
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Math Lab Report: University pf California, San Diego

A somewhat unique lab, is the one at1J.C'.S.D. It is primarily ajarge

tutoring service which provides 50 to 100 tutors per quarter. All ective

tutors are required to take special training. They must enroll in,a 4 unit

training course entitled "The Psychology-of Teaching and the Structures of

Information for Academic Learning."tsThe program is under the direction of the

"Tutorial Coordinator" who, at the present time is a psychology major with a

master's degree and course work completed for Ph.D.

Under this tystem, there are three ways to tutor:

1. Attend math class for which they-are assigned three students for tutoring.

Z. Work in a large math and physics clinic, six hours a week. The clinic

is an open lab and tutors are available to help students on a walk-in

basis. Over 600 math students use this.service.

f
3. Tutor several students at one time. Exceptional tutors are assigned.

six,to eight stUdentsand meet with them two #mes a week. They meet

in separate rooms containing blackboards and reference library.

Potential tutors'must be an upper division student of,Junior standing, have

eft
Over 6-3.0 average, and have attended U.C.S.D. foritwo quarters, The tutors

are peribdically evaluated 1y the students as well as. he director.

,
A great deal of continued,,evaluation is made of this program. Tutors

are required to attend at least one interview with the Tutoriglihrdinator

meet with their tutees at least once a week, and attend the course in which they

are tutoring.

40'
All clinic tutees fill out a card at*he,beginning of the quarter for

Et

statistical, mrpose only and are not retained as part df anyone's personal record.

The card includes general information; name, address, phone; college major, etc.,

as well as ethnic identity. A record of tutoring service is recorded on ,th90,

_0

back indiCating' date, Bourse, concepts presented.
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During the quarteT, special review seesions are advertised and promoted on

thd most needed concepts. Cater, students are given a tutor evaluation question-

aire from which information is,gathered for the purpose of creating a more

effective program; selecting and utilizing tutors efficiently.
.1

Funds for this tutorial program are.from five different sourCes. Three

of the sources are; Ethnic, Opportunity Fund, registration fees, and University

budget.

Two evaluations of the program are available ia this'report under

separate cover. One is the result of students evaluation of instructors and the

courses, and the other is the results of theevaluation of the tutorial program.
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